The Maximum Differential Backlog (MDB) policy which stabilizes the network whenever the arrival control policy of Tassiulas and Ephremides has been shown rates are in the interior of the stability region, without to adaptively maximize the stable throughput of multia priori knowledge of arrival statistics. The throughput hop wireless networks with random traffic arrivals and queueing. The practical implementation of the MDB policy optimal policy operates on the Maximum Differential in wireless networks with mutually interfering links, how-Backlog (MDB) principle, which essentially seeks to ever, requires the development of distributed optimization achieve load-balancing in the network. The MDB policy algorithms. Within the context of CDMA-based multi-hop has been extended to multi-hop networks with general wireless networks, we develop a set of node-based scaled capacity constraints in [2] and has been combined with gradient projection power control algorithms which solves capacity contran in[]andshs bn comind4it the MDB optimization problem in a distributed manner congeston control mechanisms in [3] , [4]. using low communication overhead. As these algorithms While the MDB policy represents a remarkable require time to converge to a neighborhood of the optimum, achievement, there remains a significant difficulty in apthe implementation of the MDB policy must be done with plying the policy to wireless networks. The mutual interdelayed queue state information. For this, we show that the ference between wireless links imply that the evaluation MDB policy with delayed queue state information remains of the MDB policy involves a centralized network optithroughput optimal. mization. This, however, is highly undesirable in wireless 1This research is supported in part by Army Research Office (ARO).' Young Investigator Program (YIP) grant DAAD19-03-1-0229 and by potentially contends with interference from all other National Science Foundation (NSF) grant CCR-0313183. active links. In this setting, we present two main sets O-7803-9550-6/06/$20.OO © 2006 IEEE
I. INTRODUCTION networks with limited transmission range and scarce batis tery resources. The development of distributed network The optimal control of multi-hop wireless networks to algorithms requiring low control messaging overhead for a major research and design challenge due, in part, to implementing the MDB policy therefore emerges as an the interference between nodes, the time-varying nature important research problem. Thus far, distributed MDB ofbthe communication channels, the energy limitation of control has been investigated only for networks with mobile nodes, and the lack of centralized coordination, relatively simple physical layer models. The authors of [5] analyze the impact of suboptimal scheduling, possidata traffic in wireless networks often arrive at random bly arising from distributed implementations, to network instants into network buffers. Although a complete sostability. Neely [6] studies a cell partitioned network lution to the optimal control problem is still elusive, a model where different cells do not interference with each major advance is made in the seminal work of Tassiulas other so that scheduling can be decentralized to each and Ephremides [1] . In this work, the authors consider cell. Chaporkar et al. [7] consider single-hop networks a stochastic multi-hop wireless network with random where links sharing a common node cannot be active traffic arrivals and queueing, where the activation of links simultaneously. They demonstrate different throughput satisfies specified constraints reflecting, for instance, guarantees under the maximal scheduling policy, which channel interference. For this network, the authors charcan be implemented in a distributed manner if every link acterize the stability region, i.e. the set of all end-to-end knows the links with which it interferes [7] . demands that the network can support. Moreover, they
In this paper, we consider the implementation of obtain a throughput optimal routing and link activation the MDB algorithm within interference-limited CDMA wireless networks, where transmission on any given link of results. First, we develop a set of node-based scaled the first and second moments of Bk [t] . Furthermore, gradient projection power control algorithms which solve assume all arrival processes {Bi [t] }t i A X, k C IC the MDB optimization in a distributed manner using low are mutually independent. communication overhead. As these algorithms require Assume node i C A' provides a (separate) infinite time to converge to a neighborhood of the optimum, it buffer ik for each type k of traffic that is not destined for turns out that the implementation of the MDB policy i. Denote the unfinished work in ik at time T by Ui (T) . must be done with delayed queue state information. In We focus on the queue states sampled at slot boundaries the second result, we show that the MDB policy with T = tT, t C E+. Let Ui [t] denote the instantaneous delayed queue information remains throughput optimal backlog at the beginning of the tth slot, i.e., Ui [t] = as long as the second moments of the traffic arrival Ui(tT). Over the tth slot, link (i,j) serves ik at rate rates are bounded. Combining these two results, we con-R..
[t] f t±l)T R.j (T)dT. The aggregate service rate clude that our algorithms yield a distributed solution to on link (i, j) over the tth slot is
throughput optimal control of CDMA wireless networks Thus, we have the following queueing dynamics: with random traffic arrivals.
A. Model of Stochastic Multi-hop Wireless Network \CO(i) meI(i) Consider a wireless network represented by a directed Here (x)± denotes max{x, O}, and the inequality comes and connected graph s (JV, 8). Each node i C g from the fact that in general, since certain queues may models a wireless transceiver. An edge (i, i) e £ be empty, the actual endogenous arrival rate is less than represents a unidirectional radio channel from node t or equal to the nominal rate ZmCI(i) R be the set of feasible power allocations and C(II) A Definition 2: The stability region A of a wireless conv (Upe C(P)) be the long-term feasible service multi-hop network is the closure of the set of the average rate region. Here, the convex hull operation conv(.) arrival rate vectors a of all stabilizable input processes.
indicates the possibility of time sharing among different
The following Maximum Differential Backlog (MDB) feasible power allocations P C rl over a sufficiently long policy has been shown to be throughput optimal [1], period. [2] in the sense that it stabilizes all input processes We study a wireless network using direct-sequence Thus, the optimization problem in (2) at a fixed spread-spectrum CDMA. The received signal-to-time slot can be rewritten as the following concave interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) per channel code maximization problem symbol of link (i, j) is given by KhijPij maximize ij (3) NihijZ(Pi-Pij)+ hmjPm+ Nj'
(ij) ce m:Ai subject to
where K is the processing gain, Pm = Zk1C(m) Pmk 5e < Pi, V Ng is the total transmission power of node m, and Nj jCO(i) represents the noise power of receiver j. The parameter Oi C [0,1] characterizes the degree of self-interference.3 Without loss of generality, we assume > 0 for Assume the receiver of every link decodes its own sig-all (i, j) (otherwise we can simply exclude those links nal against the interference from other links as Gaussian having bj 0 from the objective function in (3)).
noise. The information-theoretic capacity of link (i, j) is given by B. Power Adjustment Variables Next we introduce a set of node-based control vari- R, to be one for subsequent analysis. We also take log(.) To solve the TOPC problem in (4), we compute the its controlled variables locally, and adjust them towards gradients of teojtvthe optimum. In the next section, we present a set of gradients of the objective function, denoted by F, with ditiue aloitm tha acivth' lblpia respect to the power allocation variables and the power control variables, respectively. They are as follows. For power configuration. Here, 6qik =(d1jk)jco(i) and /pi is a positive stepsize.
AtY -bP E E k-hcik
The that in a symmetric duplex channel, hijhji, and node We now derive an efficient protocol which allows i may use its own measure of hji in the place of hij. each node to calculate its own 6-yi given limited control Otherwise, it will need channel feedback from node j to messaging. We first re-order the summations on the RHS calculate hij. To summarize, the protocol requires only of (6) as one message from each node in the network. value is increased by every iteration until the optimum It then broadcasts Msg(j) to the whole network via is achieved. This allows the scaled gradient projection a flooding protocol. The control message generating algorithms to approximate constrained Newton algoprocess is illustrated by Figure 2 .
rithms, which are known to have fast convergence rates.
Upon obtaining Msg(j) from node j t i, node i Furthermore, the scaling matrices are shown to be easily processes it according to the following rule. If j is a next-calculated at each node using very limited control meshop neighbor of i, it multiplies the message with path saging. The detailed derivation of these parameters and gain hij and subtracts the product from the value of local the full proof of Theorem 2 can be found in [11] . Since the PA and PC algorithms need a certain CR(H) It is straightforward to verify that CR(H) is number of iterations before reaching a close neighbor-compact and convex. By Theorem 1 of [3] , the subset of hood of an optimum to the problem in (4), the MDB C(FJ) in the positive orthant is the stability region of policy must now be implemented with delayed queue the wireless multi-hop networks with power constraints state information. This issue is studied in the context of II. For brevity, we denote C(HJ) by C in this section. N x N packet switches by Neely et al.
[13]5 and in a Finally, the queueing dynamics in (1) can be written in queueing network with Poisson arrivals and exponential vector form as service rates by Tassiulas and Ephremides [14] . Here,
(10) we analyze the MDB algorithm with delayed queue
[V] state information in general multi-hop networks with Note that maximizing the MDB objective function i.i.d. random arrival processes and general rate regions. (2) in R over the feasible service rate region C(HL) is
We show that the throughput optimality of the MDB equivalent to maximizing U[t]' Ri in it over the virtual policy is preserved for any finite delay in the queue service rate region C. We denote the maximizing R by state information. For this, we invent a new geometric R (U[t]). From now on, we simply call it the service approach for computing the expected Lyapunov drift of rate vector and refer to R (U[t]) as the optimal rate the queue state.
allocation for queue state U[t].
A. Transient Optimal Rates
Recall our discussion of the distributed MDB control algorithms in the last section. Due to the iterative nature Without loss of generality, assume the convergence of the algorithms, the optimal power vector and the time of the MDB algorithms in Section III-D is the optimal rate allocation for a given queue state can be length of a time slot T,6 i.e., at time T (t + 1)T, found only when the algorithms converge. Therefore in the optimal service rate vector for U [t] is achieved. For practice, the rate vector solving (2) for (b* [t]) cannot ease of analysis, we further scale time so that T = 1.
be applied instantly at the beginning of the tth slot.
We assume a general feasible service rate region. The actual service rates R(T), T C R+, are always in Instead of studying the service rates (Rk § (T)), in this transience, shifting from the previous optimum to the section we focus on the virtual service rates7 defined as next optimum. Thus, the instantaneous rate vector at time k~T k3 k~~)-~~) where the integration is taken component-wise. By C. Geometric Analysis -_ Ut_Ut_,tl2
In this section, we analyze vectors of arrival rates, where b is the vector of second moments of the random service rates, and queue states geometrically. In view of arrival rates and denotes the L1 norm. The detailed condition (14), we characterize a neighborhood around derivation of the above inequality is left to the Appen-Ut which has the following properties: if ut-1 lies in the dixvA.
neighborhood, then the first term 2ut -(a-R (Uti)) is
Because the distributed power adjustment algorithms substantially negative (< -A -8O); if ut-1 lies outside in Section III-D increase the objective value u' P with of the neighborhood (meaning that Ut -Ut_1 iS Theorem 3: The delayed MDB policy is throughput22 optimal, i.e. it stabilizes all arrival processes whose The last inequality follows from ut > ut since average rate vector a C int C. Ut > 0. D Guided by the Lyapunov drift criterion, the proof 1) Two-Dimensional Heuristic: Assume there are two aims to find an 8o > 0 and a compact set WO (which queues in the network and index them by 1 and 2. In this may depend on 8O) which satisfy the conditions (11)subsection, all vectors, hyperplanes, surfaces, etc. are in (12) for any average arrival rates a C int C. Note R2. The hyperplane Be(ut) must intersect bd C at two that condition (11) is always satisfied since the first and different points, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Let the two second moments of arrival rates as well as the service points be f1 and f2, where f1 is the upper-left one. to C at f1 by Bf(l(n ), where nri is the unit normal uti / ut < .a, ut_i is also in the cone with ut. In vector of the tangent line. Specifically, we require n1 this case, the hyperplane of normal vector uti, tangent to be pointing outward from C. Since C is not confined to the rate region C touches bd C at R (ut-1) somein R+, f1 is not necessarily nonnegative, and neither is where between f1 and f2, i.e., R (Ut-e) C Cj(ut) n1. If there exist multiple tangent lines at f1, take n1 By We consider the following two cases. First, if max{Q1, Q2}, we see that the region specified in (13) lUt -Ut- 1 a(ut), then the pair of points (Ut, Uti1) both lie in the 2) General Analysis in RpM: We now generalize our cone described above. In this case, Ut 1 is said to be in analysis to M-dimensional space. We retain the notation the neighborhood of Ut. See Figure 4 . from the previous section.
Let a be the infimum of a(ui) over all nonnegative
Analogous to the argument used in the 2-dimensional unit vector i4. Because all 01 (i4) and 02(i4) are case, we focus on characterizing the neighborhood ofUt. , we have f C C+(Ut). then utl C /C(ut) where /C(ut) is defined in (18). In We prove the claim by construction. We make use of this case, for all w[t] such that V(w[t]) > (1 + a2) the dominant point a of a such that a + E 1 < -a (also (Eo + A)2/E2 Ql, llUt 1 > (£o + A)/C, and therefore e + £/2 1. < a). Define the parameter -U 2u* (a-R U8t_1) llUt _Ut_-1|| +A d(A) " max/' (Ra), ( 
